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BUILDING THE BEDS

Introduction
There are several ways to build your garden beds. These include raised beds,
enclosed side technique, container gardens, and mounding.

Raised Beds
Raised beds are used in gardening for the following reasons:

• They allow gardeners to water, weed, and harvest vegetables where they
are growing without stepping onto the soil.

• Gardening in raised beds is one way to overcome the problem of poor soil.
The worked beds will be a few inches higher than the surrounding
compacted soil allowing for better aeration and drainage.

• Organic amendments and fertilizer used to improve the soil go farther
because they are applied only where plants will be growing.

• The raised soil will drain better during the winter rains and will warm faster
in spring, resulting in an earlier, more abundant and healthier crop.

• The added soil depth allows more room for crop roots.
• Enclosed raised beds are aesthetically pleasing and lend an architectural

element to the garden.
• Raised beds provide less stooping as you water, weed, plant and

cultivate. Once built, raised beds are never walked on; plants are tended
from adjacent pathways.

• Soil compaction is reduced.
• Ample pathways are a must.
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Size
Limit actual bed width to between 3-4 feet.  The objective is to be able to reach
comfortably into the bed’s middle from either side.  A popular length is 8 feet but
can be any length you want it to be.  If each classroom is to be assigned their
own garden plot, divide the space accordingly.  A 4 x 4 foot square bed is great
for square foot gardening.  Planting corn in several small, adjacent square beds
will help assure good pollination since corn should be planted in blocks, not long
rows.  A triangular raised bed may make the best use of an out-of-the-way
corner.  An arc-shaped bed of herbs, flowers or salad greens makes an attractive
mini-garden.

Run rectangular beds so plants receive full sun most of the day.  This is most
important during the winter when the angle of the sun is low.

Consider a bed 24-28 inches high for students in wheelchairs.  Click here to link
to more information on accessibility for the physical challenged.

Before you get started consider the following:
• Obtain a soil and/or water analysis from a commercial analytical laboratory

if you suspect the soil may be contaminated with lead or other toxic
materials.  The Cooperative Extension will supply a current list of labs.
Call the Master Gardener hot line for your local number.

• Clear the proposed site of all weeds and large rocks before installing
beds.

• Plot the site for the number of beds.  Stake and string the dimensions.
• There should be a source of water close to the garden.  Frequent irrigation

is necessary in our arid climate.  Hand watering is practical for small
gardens; soaker hoses add convenience; but if a garden is large, an
automated system can save time and is very useful.

• Working the soil when it is too wet can seriously damage it.  If the soil
seems very dry and hard, water the area deeply then wait two to four days
before digging.  If the soil sticks to your tools, wait for a couple of sunny
days and check moisture again.  Soil is best worked when it crumbles in
your hands.

• Be sure to select a calm day when applying amendments because many
are powdery and a strong breeze will carry them away.  Spread the
amendments one at a time close to the soil surface.  Cover the soil as
evenly as possible.  If you’re using several amendments spread a light-
colored powder, then a dark-colored, and then a light.  This will help you
see that each is distributed consistently.

• If gophers are a known problem set hardware cloth at the bottom of the
framed bed before filling with amended soil.

• To avoid cutting the earthworms up with your tiller work in the middle of
the day, when they burrow deep into the ground.  When digging and
planting, use a garden fork, not a shovel.  An earthworm that has been cut
in half cannot regenerate but makes good compost.
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• To grow well, vegetables need at least eight hours of sunlight each day.  A
garden should be located where it will be shaded as little as possible by
trees, shrubs, walls or fences.  Remember that shadows will be longer in
winter when the sun is lower in the sky.  The roots of trees and shrubs
near the garden also compete with vegetables for water and nutrients and
they may shelter birds or other pests that can damage young plants.

• When using grass clippings for mulch use a thin layer less than 2 inches
to discourage flies from laying eggs.  Do not use bermuda grass clippings
as they will root and grow.

• Soak the bed before planting as the soil will settle to 2-3 inches below the
top of the bed.

• Remember to replenish organic soil amendments each time you replant
the bed.  Soil continually enriched with organic matter becomes loose and
friable.

• To discourage weeds underlay paths with black plastic before covering
with mulch, chips or bark.

Enclosed Side Technique

Borders made of wood, rocks, bricks or cinder blocks keep soil from eroding and
create a tidier looking raised bed garden.  If you build frames from wood, use
naturally rot-resistant woods such as cedar or redwood.  Avoid commercially
pressure-treated woods which contain arsenic compounds. Railroad ties may
ooze creosote which is harmful to plants and humans.
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Garden Bed Construction with Lumber
Select 2 x 6 or 2 x 12 inch construction grade redwood or cedar lumber boards.
Fasten one above the other to 4 x 4 posts to make the bed 12 to 24 inches high
and whatever length desired.  Use lag screws or brass deck screws 3 1/2 or 4
inches long to secure boards to posts that have been set at least every 4 feet.

Set boxes with their tops level in a shallow trench for more secure positioning.
Amend soil as required and fill boxes.  Irrigate beds to settle the soil.

Container Gardens

Half barrels and redwood tubs are a popular donated item to school gardens.
They are acceptable and decorative alternatives to a framed bed and are
especially good for planting items that would be invasive in the open garden such
as mint, oregano, asparagus, raspberries, and potatoes.  Drill several 1 inch
drainage holes in the bottom of half barrels.  When filling a container leave a 1 to
3 inch basin below the lip for watering and mulch.  Use a light soil mix.
Containers are high maintenance and need to be fertilized and watered often.
Small containers and some containers on wheels can be moved easily indoors at
night for cold protection.

Mounding Technique
Using stakes, twine and a tape measure mark the bed to the desired width or
draw lines with gypsum. If using a tiller do this step after rototilling.  Require
anyone using power equipment to wear safety glasses and protective clothing to
prevent possible injury.
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Be sure you’re leaving adequate space for pathways. A 3-4 foot wide path will
allow sufficient space for a gardener’s wheelbarrow, a child or teacher in a
wheelchair as well as standing room for several children.  A simple mounded bed
will reach 4-6 inches high without side support. Mounded beds require more
maintenance than enclosed beds and beds lose shape when little feet cut
corners or hurdle plantings.

Use a digging fork to loosen the soil. Slide fork under the soil and lift without
turning. Fork up the soil to loosen.  Hill the beds to a height of four to six inches.

Work the soil thoroughly to a depth of 12-18 inches.  Now is the time to spread
and till in gypsum, compost, organic matter, pre-plant fertilizer, and the other soil
amendments recommended from your soil analysis data.  Use a shovel or rake to
pull soil from the walkway to the top of the bed.  Stand in one walkway and draw
soil toward you from the opposite path.  When you have completed one side,
repeat the process from the other side.  From this point on, walk only in those
pathways, not on the marked beds.

                                  Example of mounding
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Finish and Shape
To complete a freshly dug bed, break up any chunks of earth with a garden fork
or hoe. Level the top of the bed with the back of the rake.  Remove any large
rocks.  Sides should slope gently downward at a forty-five-degree angle.
Creating a lip of soil around the top edge of a new bed will help reduce erosion.

Because a freshly built mounded bed is loose and full of air, it settles initially and
can easily erode.  Four to six inches is usually all the height you can expect from
a mounded bed.   Add more soil, organic matter or compost if the bed loses
height.  Then top with a layer of mulch to help control weeds and retain water.


